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Quarterly Logging Training:  Lowboy Safety 

January 2020 

Many may not consider a lowboy to be a part of manual logging, but this is a safety hazard to be aware of. Lowboys are 

on and off logging sites, loading and unloading equipment and have their own set of hazards that come along with them.  

Whether a company hires out a lowboy truck service or has their own lowboy and driver, the Logger Safety Initiative 

program strongly encourages companies to add lowboy safety information to their company’s accident prevention 

program. When adding the lowboy safety information to your accident prevention program tailor it to the lowboy 

manufacturer make and model of your trailer(s). 

If employers are going to be operating the lowboy, either as an 

employee or an employer, it is the employer’s responsibility to provide 

safety training for each employee per WAC 296-54-507(1). Document 

and maintain current records of required training per WAC 296-54-

515(4). 

Here are a few reminders when getting a jobsite site ready to operate 

and bring in equipment.  

Best Practices for jobsite setup:  

 Keep the haul route and spur leading to the landing maintained and clear of debris, large rocks, and root wads 

above road, for safe operations.  

 Ensure roadways are wide enough for the trucks and equipment entering and leaving the site.  Turnouts should 

be adequately spaced and big enough for empty trucks and pickups to pull into for traffic to get through. 

 Every day when traveling roads leading to and from the jobsite make sure the CB channel and mile markers for 

the road are visible. 

 Repaint mile markers and CB channels when they have faded.  

 Always be on the correct CB channel when driving the haul routes and 

communicate your mile markers, not just nicknames that only the 

“locals” know, to avoid collisions or accidents with other vehicles.  

 

When working alongside a lowboy truck driver, or simply helping the driver to 

get production moving quicker, make sure the driver knows where all hands 

are at all times. Machines still loaded on the trailer can cause blind spots for 

the driver. If someone assists the lowboy driver, and the driver is unaware of 

the person’s location, they could drop the trailer and potentially smash a foot 

or hand or pinch someone in the equipment.  
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Connection points for the truck and trailer can create pinch hazards so pay attention to your surroundings when 

connecting/disconnecting. Understand the different types of lowboy trailers and ensure crews have proper training 

before they offer to help. 

Best Practices for loading and unloading equipment: Communication between you and the truck driver will help make 

sure everyone is in the clear. When loading and unloading equipment onto the lowboy trailer people assisting are under 

control of the truck driver.  

 Communicate with the driver when you are on the ground around the trailer to ensure you are clear of any 

moving pieces  

 When climbing up in the cab of the lowboy or the equipment, maintain three points of contact.  

 Do not jump from equipment. 

 Ensure the cab door of the equipment is closed when moving it.  

 When loading equipment ensure you can see the lowboy driver 

and the trailer you are loading on. 

 Binding down equipment can be a hazard itself. Inspect binders 

routinely for wear, looking for cracks and bends in the binders.  

o When possible, tighten binders by hand, in a downward 

motion. 

o Always be aware of the line of fire should you lose your 

grip.  

o Do not operate the lever binder with more than one 

person or while someone else is standing on the load.  

o According to WAC 296-54-58950-19 never use a cheater 

bar longer than 36 inches.   

 When unloading equipment, you are still under control of the driver and need to follow their commands until 

the driver ensures you are in the clear.  

 

 










